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1. Introduction
Synthetic host molecules mimicing natural host-guest interactions provide an attractive way to
develope chemical sensors for the simple analysis of important molecules and/or ions occuring in
biological or environmental systems. Our research was focused on the syntheses of artifical receptors
of structurally three different types and molecular recognition studies thereof: (a) fluorescent cationic
podands for the detection of nucleotides, (b) calix[4]arene-based ionophores for developing new ionselective potentiometric electrodes, and (c) BINOL-crown ether molecules as chiral catalysts in
asymmetric Michael addition. Discussion of the independent topics required therefore the theses to
be divided into three chapters, each presents the relevant data as follows: literature, aims, results and
possible practical applications.
During the present work we collaborated with our university (Zs. Jászay group and Department of
Inorganic and Analytical Chemistry), academic (MTA Research Centre for Natural Sciences) and
industrial (Gedeon Richter Ltd) colleagues.
2. Methods
During the synthetic work, beside the classical organic preparative techniques, the nowadays
popular click reaction (Cu+-catalyzed azide-alkyne cycloaddition, CuAAC) was applied to create 1,4disubstituted-1,2,3-triazole moieties1 for different purposes. Reactions was followed by thin layer
chromatography, products were purified via crystallization or column chromatography. For
characterization of compounds and molecular recognition events the following analytical methods
were used: NMR, IR, mass and optical spectroscopy, potentiometry.
3. Fluorescent podands for nucleoside phosphate sensing
3.1. Introduction and aims
Nucleoside phosphates (NuP) are of vital importance in the cellular level communication, energy
transport and several biosynthetic reactions. Fluorescent receptors are the most attractive way of
sensing due to simplicity, sensitivity and feasibility for both in vivo and in vitro applications.2 Our aim
was to investigate the effect of some structural changes in fluorescent NuP receptor 13 (selective for
ATP), 24 (selective for ADP) és 34 (selective for ATP) described in the literature. (Figure Figure 1).
Therefore, derivatives of 2 and 3 possessing only two complexing arms were synthesized, and the order
of heterocycles was also changed in these arm (4, 5, 6).
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Figure 1. NuP receptors described in the litertature (1, 2, 3) and synthesized by us (4, 5, 6)

3.2. Synthetic work
The common starting point of the three-armed and our dipodal receptors was compound 7,4 from
which synthesis of 10 was performed on a protection-deprotection method5 (9), which was more
effective than the direct alkylation of imidazole with 7. Final step was the reaction of 10 with 126
affording pure 4 as a dibromide salt (Scheme 1).
Synthesis of host 5 started with the azidation of 7 furnishing 13. The latter was treated with
propargyl alcohol in click reaction catalyzed by Amberlyst A21.CuI7 giving 14. The hydroxyl group of 14
was replaced by Br yielding 15, that was the alkylating agent of 16 bisimidazole (the latter was obtained
from 12 via application of the above mentioned two-step method) resulting 5 as pure bromide salt
(Scheme 2).
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Scheme 1. Synthesis of 4

Scheme 2. Synthesis of 5

Podand 6 was synthesized via click reaction between 17 alkyne and 18 bifunctional azide catalyzed
by 2,4-dimethoxyphenyl-izocyanide-CuCl complex8 under on water conditions. Alkyne 17 was prepared
from 10 by N-propargylation, while 18 diazide from 12 dibromo-derivative (Scheme 3).

Scheme 3. Synthesis of 6

3.3. Recognition of nucleoside phosphates
NuP (ATP, GTP, UTP, ADP, AMP) recognition of our new podands were tested by fluorescence
spectroscopy. Aqueous solution of 4, 5 and 6 sensor molecules (10-5 M, HEPES buffer, pH 7,5) were
excited at 400 nm resulting in weak green fluorescence. While podand 4 responded toward any NuP
only with neglible or weak fluorescence enhancement, emission of 5 was enhanced significantly upon
Nu-triphosphate addition (neglible responses to mono- and diphosphates). Podand 6 is more sensitive
than 5 towards Nu-triphosphates. During our reasearch it became clear that the host-guest complexes
are slightly soluble in water, therefore addition of 8% acetonitril as organic cosolvent was needed. In
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this solvent system complex stability constants were determined using nonlinear regression
(SPECFIT/32TM, 9): log KATP = 6,38 ± 0,05; log KUTP = 6,37 ± 0,06; log KGTP = 6,5 ± 0,3. All three complexes
have a stoichiometry of 1:2 (host:guest) according to the shape of the titration curve.10
3.4. Possible applications
Receptor 6 possessing good nucleoside triphosphate selectivity might be applied either in vivo or
in vitro analysis (Figure 2). The main limitation of usage is the solubility.

Figure 2. Fluorescence response of 6 onto addition of GTP, ATP, UTP or ADP (5 eq.),
AMP or GMP (100 eq.)

4. Triazolo-calix[4]arene ionophores
4.1. Introduction and motivation
Click chemistry has became a frequently applied method in calixarene chemistry, a number of
sophisticated conjugates and ionophores were obtained. We aimed at synthesizing tetrasubstituted
triazolo-calix[4]arene derivatives (rarely found in literature), and studying their metal ion selectivity
for the first time through the fabrication of ion-selective PVC membrane electrodes (ISE’s) and by
competitive ESI-MS. Our selected ionophores are depicted in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Selected triazolo-calix[4]arene ionophores
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4.2. Synthesis
Ionophores 19, 20, 23, 24 were synthesized in two steps: first depending on the base and
conditions 25 di- or 26 tetrapropargylated intermediates were obtained, which in the following click
reaction either with 6-azido-hexanol or ethyl-2-azidoacetate11 gave the desired bis- or tetrakis-triazole
derivatives (Scheme 4).

Scheme 4. Synthesis of triazolo-calix[4]arene ionophores

Synthesis of 21 and 22 host molecules was accomplished by the PTC alkylation of the two free OH
groups in intermediate 25 with N,N-diethyl-2-chloroacetamide followed by a final click reaction
(Scheme 4).
4.3. Ion-selectivity studies
From the six ionophore candidates ISE’s were fabricated and potentiometric selectivity
measurements were performed. Four out of the six triazolo-calix[4]arene (19, 20, 21, 22) were found
to show distinct Ag+ selectivity. Among bistriazoles 20 has higher selectivity against almost all
disturbing ions with 1-2 orders of magnitude than 19. The reason is the presence of ester groups in the
coordination sphere of 20 that contribute to the stabilization of the Ag+ complex.
If the free OH groups in 19 and 20 are substituted with further O-donor groups (21 and 22,
respectively), as a consequence, Ag+ selectivity is enhanced significantly. Moreover, a unique feature
of these two bis(triazolecarboxamide)-based electrodes was recognized to exhibit satisfactory Na+
selectivity, therefore they may be used as Na+ ISE’s in systems not containing silver ions. During
investigation of ISE’s fabricated from 23 and 24 it turned out, that these tetrakis-triazoles lost their Ag+
selectivity, 23 primerily responses to Cu.2+ Ligand 24, where O-donor groups are attached to the
triazole moieties, retained the Ag+ selectivity, but with considerable Cu2+ and H+-interference.
Mass spectroscopy (MS) among other utilizations is suitable for ion selectivity determination.
Therefore, for comparison with potentiometric results, ion selectivity measurements by means of MS
was also performed. Our results showed the good applicability of ESI-MS method for fast, simultaneous
determination of ion preferency for a series of ions in case of triazolo-calix[4]arene ionophores. In
order to have more accurate results, it is worths comparing the preferencies of ions possessing
identical charges.
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4.4. Application
The new triazolo-calix[4]arene 19 and 20 and particularly 21 and 22 showed excellent silver ion
selectivity (at least 3.5 - 4 orders of magnitude over the investigated metal ions). An alternative
application of tetrasubstitued 21 and 22 ionophores can be as active components in Na+ ISE’s for the
clinical analysis of samples not containing Ag+ (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Potentiometric Ag+(𝒍𝒐𝒈𝑲𝑨𝒈/𝑱 , left) and Na+ selectivity (𝒍𝒐𝒈𝑲𝑵𝒂/𝑱 , right) of 21 (blue) and 22 (red)

The competitive ESI-MS selectivity determination applied for the first time in the field of triazolocalix[4]arenes has several advantages over other methods: fast, low sample need and the possibility
that a number of guest ions can simultaneously be investigated.
4.5. An unexpected conformational inversion
In order to further modify the ion-selectivity pattern of triazolo-calix[4]arene ionophores, it was of
interest to prepare asymmetric molecules containing single triazole and three carboxamide ligating
functions. The precursors of these compounds are the corresponding monotriazole-tris(carboxamide)calix[4]arene derivatives. During characterization of the latter compounds, a new, unknown
conformational interconversion between the partial cone 28 and 1,2-alternate 29 conformers was
observed and studied by NMR (Scheme 5).

Scheme 5. The new conformational interconversion

Conformers of O-substituted calix[4]arenes (cone, paco, 1,2-alt, 1,3-alt) can interconvert to each
other by the rotation of a phenolic moiety through the macrocyclic cavity. This phenomenom can be
explained by two possible mechanisms: (i) the O-through the annulus and (ii) the p-substituent through
the annulus rotation. While the latter is available only for larger calixarenes, the former is the only way
of calix[4]arene conformational interconversion: if the O-substituent is small enough, it can penetrate
the annulus.12 The largest O-group allowing this type of rotation was first thought the ethyl,13 later the
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cyanomethyl group.14 Our results extended after two decades this size limitation to the propargyl
group.
The new conformational interconversion was investigated by 1H NMR-spectroscopy in CDCl3 and
DMSO-d6. The equilibrium constant was K 

[1,2  alt (29] k1
 = 3.8 at room temperature in CDCl3.
[( paco(28)] k 2

The equilibrium constant was not affected by the temperature (ΔH≈0). Rate constants were
determined at room temperature: k1 = 1.7x10-2 day-1, and k2 = 4.5x10-3 day-1 in CDCl3 (Scheme 5). 15 This
interconversion was also studied in DMSO-d6 solvent, K = 1,2 and k1 = 5.7 10-3 day-1, and k2 = 4.8x10-3
day-1 were obtained.
If tBu substituents in the para positions of conformer 28 was substitued with hydrogen atoms, after
long time little spectral changes were detected but could not be identified. Due to the lack of the well
defined and resolved p-tBu signals, the conformational interconversion could not be studied.
These observations were tried to explained by DFT calculations, which showed lower activation
barrier between 28 and 29 (p-tBu substituent) than in p-H case that explained the much slower rotation
rate of the latter. The calculations also gave evidences for the solvent effect experimentally observed.
5. BINOL-based chiral crown ether catalysts
5.1. Introduction and motivation
Chiral crown ethers have been investigated for decades in our Department. In the group of Zs.
Jászay biologically active aminophosphonic acid intermediates have been prepared in optically pure
forms with asymmetric Michael addition promoted by different types of chiral catalyst. To this work
now we added a new catalyst family, the BINOL-based chiral crown ethers (30).
5.2. Synthesis
The chiral building block of catalysts 30 was (R)-BINOL, which was first alkylated in Mitsunobu
reaction.16 Aza-crown ethers with two different macrocyles size were synthesized depending on the
chain length of 31 chlorohydrine used. Dichloro compounds 32 were cyclized with ptoluenesulfonamide (33), followed by removal of N-tosyl group giving 30a and 30b (Scheme 6).17
Catalytic results clearly showed the superior performance of the smaller ring size (30a), therefore
N-substituted derivatives were prepared after the Cl-I exchange (34) followed by ring closure with
different primary amines resulting aza-crown-5-ethers (30c-i, Scheme 6).
5.1. Catalytic results
Michael addition of N-protected aminomethylene-phosphonate (35) onto methacrylonitrile (36)
was used to optimize the structure of crown ether catalysts (Scheme 7). Using 10 mol% of 30f-i catalyst
ca. the same conversion (92-96%) was experienced, highest diastereomer ratio (>99%) and
enanatiomeric excess was achieved (96, illetve 46%) with compound 30i. In respect of solvents and
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catalyst loading, the best result were obtained in toluene with 10 mol% 30i catalyst that cannot be
reduced, but can be recycled from the reaction mixture using column chromatography.

Scheme 6. Structure and synthesis of BINOL-based azacrown ethers

Scheme 7. Michael addition of N-protected aminomethylene-phosphonate onto methacrylonitrile

5.2. Application
The elaborated method and catalyst of optimized structure offer an excellent access to
aminomethylenephosponate intermediates in optically pure form. These aminophosponic acids have
various biological effects, among others fungicide, herbicide, HIV protease inhibitor, antihypertensive,
antibacterial, antiviral or anticancer activity.18
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Theses
1. Three
novel
aminonapthalimide-based
flurescent
„two-armed”
podand-type
imidazolium/triazole receptors were synthesized using click reaction. Retaining the
fluorophore-triazole-imidazolium structure in the receptor site while reducing the number of
arms from three to two (5) resulted in inferior nucleoside phosphate selectivity and sensitivity.
A strong nucleoside triphosphate binding of two-armed 6 containing heterocycles in inverted
order (fluorophore-imidazolium-triazole) was established. Complex stability constant of
receptor 6 with ATP, GTP and UTP with 1:2 stoichiometry was determined and structure of
complexes was proposed. The necessity of the addition of an organic cosolvent to the aqueous
buffer was also showed due to the low solubility of receptor-substrate complex. [S1]
2. Using click reaction five new and one known triazolo-calix[4]arene ionophores were
synthesized containing O-donor groups on the lower rim of calix[4]arene scaffold and/or on
the triazole moiety. Their ion selectivity was determinded by means of potentiometry and
competitive mass spectroscopy, which has not yet been used in the field of triazolocalix[4]arenes. Ion selective PVC membrane electrodes (ISE’s) fabricated from ionophores 19,
20, 21, 22 showed outstanding Ag+ selectivity. A remarkable Na+ selectivity of electrodes made
of 21 and particularly 22 was recognized and suggested their potential application as Na+ ISE’s
in systems not containing silver ions. [S2]
3. The size limit of substituents allowing O-through-the-annulus rotation of substituted
calix[4]arenes was after 20 years extended to the propargyl group. The effect of solvent and
upper rim substituents on the conformational inversion of partial cone/1,3-alternate
propargyl-calix[4]arene-tricarboxamides was established by 1H NMR spectroscopy. The
experimental results were supported by comprehensive density functional theory studies. [S3]
4. Several novel BINOL-appended azacrown ethers were synthesized and applied for the first
time as chiral catalysts in the asymmetric Michael addition of an N-protected
aminomethylenephosphonate onto acrylonitriles and derivatives promoted by NaOtBu. Size of
macrocycle and type of side-arm were optimized and the effect on the asymmetric induction
was determined. 10 Mol% N-2,4-dimethoxyphenyl-ethyl side-arm containing (R)-BINOLazacrown-5-ether (30i) was established to give highest enantioselectivity (90-99%) in toluene
solvent. [S4, S5]
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